Detection of antibodies to p24 and gp41 epitopes of HIV by ELISA using the recombinant core protein (p24) and envelope synthetic protein (gp41).
We have developed a system consisting of two separate ELISA, one designed to detect antibodies to HIV gag gene (p24) and the other to detect antibodies to HIV env gene (gp41). The antigen used in these ELISA was produced as recombinant DNA-derived proteins expressed in E. coli for HIV gag gene (p24) and synthetic peptide for the HIV env gene (gp41). These HIV (env-gag) ELISA, that provide independent determinations of the antibody response to the core and envelope proteins, are highly specific and sensitive. In this work we have demonstrated that determinations of antibodies such as those to p24 and gp41 by HIV (env-gag) ELISA are among the criteria for a confirmation procedure, and sensitivity one (gp41) and/or both these determination should be equal or greater than the sensitivity of W.B. In addition, the procedure should be objective and standardized and the antigen source used should be different from that adopted in the "classical" W.B. and screening test. In view of these considerations, this HIV (env-gag) ELISA could be used as a reliable alternative to W.B. for confirmation of antibody detection.